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A Bad Boy Can Be Good for a Girl
Widower and single father Mike McCauley is wary of
risking his heart again, but he can't seem to stay
away from mechanic Delilah Webster, a woman who
makes him feel alive for the first time in years.

Bad Boy
Dream Jordan is back with a follow-up to the
acclaimed Hot Girl Kate is devastated to find herself
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back in a group home after a peaceful year of living
with her loving foster parents, Lynn and Ted. The
fantasy life of having the perfect family has come to
an abrupt end and Kate's reeling from having to
return to the place she's fought so hard to avoid. Sad
and lonely, Kate soon falls prey to the dangerous
affections of Percy, a good looking but shady young
man. He treats her well at first, manipulating her
already broken heart, and soon a cycle of controlling
and abusive behavior begins. Now Kate finds herself
trapped and unable to be the strong, independent girl
she's tried her whole life to be. But this Brooklyn-born
girl is never one to let a bad situation keep her down
for too long. Told in Kate's sassy, witty voice, Bad Boy
is all about staying strong and remaining true to
yourself even when it seems like the whole world is
out to get you.

Bad Boys Love Good Girls 2
Not All Scars Heal For Donovan Pate, the lake town of
Evergreen Cove is a minefield of tough memoriesincluding the day he had to let go of Sofie Martin.
Years later he still can't forget the taste of her lips
and the feel of her killer curves. He knows he's too
damaged, that he should stay away for her own good.
But what the head says and the heart wants are two
very different things . . . Seven years ago, Donovan
broke Sofie's heart. Now her career depends on
playing nice in order to pull off the charity fund-raiser
of the decade. She vows to keep things professional .
. . yet working by his side every day doesn't make it
easy to fight temptation, and it isn't long before she
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finds herself falling for this bad boy all over again. But
loving Donovan means helping him face his past-so
they can fight for a future together. "Jessica Lemmon
is an author to keep your eye on!" -- Katee Robert,
New York Times bestselling author "Everything I love
in a romance." -- Lori Foster, 2014

Bailey and the Bad Boy
BAREFOOT WITH A BAD BOY BAREFOOT BAY
UNDERCOVER - BOOK THREE A man who trusts no
one is forced to believe the unbelievable Former spy
Gabriel Rossi has been searching for CIA linguist
Isadora Winter, a woman he loved and lost. After
learning of her untimely death in an accident, and the
loss of a son who must be his, Gabe is stunned when
a woman he's never met approaches him on the
beach and claims to be Isadora. She doesn't look, act,
or talk like his beloved Isa, but she knows things
about their past that only a lover could know, and she
assures him that his son is alive as well. As much as
Gabe knows that in the spy world, anything is
possible, doubts and distrust plague him. Still, he sees
glimmers of the woman he once knew shine through
and she begins to melt his hardened heart. A woman
who is tortured by emotions must endure the pain of
love Lila Wickham has been working deep undercover
for so long that sometimes she's forgotten who she
really is. Finally free but utterly changed, she is
determined to fix the broken life she left behind and
assure that her little boy is safe. With lingering
threats from an unknown source and blinding
headaches that torment her whenever she feels deep
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emotion, she seeks Gabe Rossi for help and
protection. But instead of setting her up with a new
undercover identity, he insists on luring her nemesis
to Barefoot Bay so he can end the threat to Lila and
her son once and for all. Can they survive the worst
betrayal of all? Even if they succeed in drawing out
the killer who has Lila in his sights, a much more
serious threat hovers over thema treacherous, deadly
truth that could not only destroy their love but end
their lives as well. Don't miss a moment in Barefoot
Bay - one gorgeous island, one compelling series,
many different trilogies and tones! Light and sexy,
deep and emotional, dark and dangerous. No matter
what you want in your love story, you can find it in
Barefoot Bay! Barefoot Bay Billionaires Secrets on the
Sand Seduction on the Sand Scandal on the Sand
Barefoot Bay Brides Barefoot in White Barefoot in
Lace Barefoot in Pearls Barefoot Bay Undercover
Barefoot With a Bodyguard Barefoot With a Stranger
Barefoot With a Bad Boy

Faker's Guide to the Classics
There’s nothing better than a bad boy When feisty
break dancer Andrea left for university, she thought
she was ready to step into the real world. But she
wasn’t prepared for meeting her new neighbour,
Hunter. Arrogant, dangerous and a bit too sexy,
Hunter’s everything Andrea knows she should
resistand can’t.

Justin
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The Bad Boys of Destiny are back and this rugged
Alpha is in for the surprise of his life when he comes
back to town. Ten years ago, Duke King knew that
getting involved with Grace Truman would only bring
trouble into his already hard life. After all, the son of
the town drunk has no business falling for the judge’s
daughtera passion that led to disaster and ended with
Duke serving a ten year prison sentence. Duke never
wanted to return to Destiny, especially now that he’s
built a multimillion dollar custom car empire with his
brothers. But when his sick aunt calls him home, he
must face his past and discover a secret that instantly
changes his life. Grace never thought she would see
Duke again, especially after years of silence. But
when Duke comes storming back into her life, looking
hotter than ever, and determined to get to know the
son he never knew he had, she realizes that maybe
she’d been wrong about him so many years ago. So
Grace decides to make Duke a bet. If he can stay in
the house with them for the next thirty days and
prove he’ll be a good father, she’ll agree to letting
him be part of his son’s life. If not, he’d better be
prepared for a fight. Going from single guy to family
man isn’t going to be easy for Duke, especially with
the still sexy, now fiery, Grace clouding his every
thought. Can Duke be the man he never thought he
could be or will his old bad boy ways be too much to
conquer?

A Bad Boy for Christmas
From New York Times bestselling author Peter
Robinson comes this mesmerizing story-within-aPage 5/27
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story—that will thrill his fans and bring him many new
readers. A distraught woman arrives at the Eastvale
police station desperate to speak to Detective Chief
Inspector Alan Banks. But Banks is abroad, and the
woman’s revelation of a loaded gun hidden in her
daughter Erin’s bedroom leads to a shocking fatality
when a police armed-response team breaks into her
house. The fallout will have dark consequences for
Banks and his partner, DI Annie Cabbot. It turns out
that Erin’s best friend is Banks’ own daughter, Tracy .
. . who was last seen in the company of the weapon’s
actual owner, a very bad boy indeed. Now that his
child is on the run with a psychopath, Banks finds
himself caught in a bloody tangle of betrayal and
murder. But the rogue DCI is a bit of a bad boy
himself, and he’ll freely risk his life and career in the
cause of love—and vengeance. Thrilling, harrowing,
and utterly compelling, Bad Boy showcases Peter
Robinson’s masterful writing.

Barefoot with a Bad Boy
If you don’t like a smattering of serious on a bed of
parody, clichéd characters, and over the top
situations that know exactly what they are, then this
book is definitely not for you. What do you get when
you introduce Deadpool’s personality to Disney's
Giselle’s? If you answered a love story for the ages,
you wouldn’t be totally wrong… But, you wouldn’t be
totally right, either. With a heroine who won’t let a
stupid little thing like being too good get in the way of
showing her stupid ex what’s what and a hero who
wants no part of being the male lead in a romance
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novel, these two opposites find themselves in an
unconventional partnership. When peppy-go-lucky
Avery eventually wears down bad-to-the-bone Davin’s
defences, he agrees to help her trash her reputation.
And, if Davin can help her pass math while he’s at it,
all the better. So, it’s goodbye to Little Miss GoodyTwo-Shoes, and hello to a whole new Avery. Davin
was only supposed to be Avery’s mistake – the guy
that everyone would eventually call her ‘little phase’ –
and he figured it would be good for a laugh when he
looked back on it. But, the more they’re together, the
less either of them feel it’s a mistake. Now, if only one
of them could mention that to the other and ease all
that angst-ridden tension… A laugh-out-loud modernday fairy-tale in dual POV for those who know life
never quite goes according to plan. The first book in a
new standalone series: Bad Boy's Guide to Please be
aware that this story is set in Australia and therefore
uses Australian English spelling and syntax.

A Bad Boy Can be Good for a Girl
When a handsome senior boy enters their mix, friends
Josie, Nicolette, and Aviva soon find themselves in
questionable situations where each girl must make
the right decision before their personal sacrifices
become too great.

Return of the Bad Boy
'Tis the Season to Be Naughty Connor McClain knows
what he wants. And after four harrowing years in
Afghanistan, that's a quiet life in the lakeside town of
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Evergreen Cove. But coming home has land mines of
its own-the most dangerous of them being longlegged bombshell Faith Garrett. Now getting her into
his arms this holiday is going to require more than
mistletoe . . . With a cheating ex behind her, all Faith
wants is a relaxing holiday free from man drama. And
even though every moment with gorgeous Connor is a
sweet temptation, Faith is determined not to give in.
But Jack Frost has other plans, and soon Faith and
Connor are snowbound in a winter wonderland with
only the sparks flying between them to keep them
warm. As one hot kiss leads to another, they'll have to
decide if they're ready to give each other the best gift
of all-love. "Everything I love in a romance." --- Lori
Foster, 2014

A bad boy's diary. [Another] unabridged
ed
The Manual
“Santa lost my address a long time ago, Cupcake. The
only present you’re getting tonight is my face
between your thighs.” Former black ops mercenary
Ronan Steel doesn’t do Christmas—not anymore. And
he abso-f*ckin-lutely doesn’t do damsels in distress,
banging on his door in the middle of a blizzard. Give
her a ride? Hell, no. With her big blue eyes, innocent
smile, and f*ck-me-senseless elf costume, that girl is
nothing but trouble. Sweet, sexy trouble that leaves
him aching for a taste of what’s hidden under those
candy-cane-striped tights… Georgie Taylor will not
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miss another Taylor family Christmas—not after last
year’s disaster, and especially not after shelling out
$500 for the perfect elf costume. But a freak storm
puts her holiday travel plans on ice, leaving her
stranded at the secluded mountain cabin of a cocky,
sexy-as-sin recluse who makes Scrooge look like a
fuzzy pink teddy bear. If only his filthy mouth didn’t
make her so hot… As the blizzard rages on, all Ronan
wants for Christmas is to f*ck that good-girl smile
right off Georgie’s face. And all Georgie wants is to
punch Ronan in the snowballs until he pins her down
and gives her a full-blown Christmas miracle right
there on the kitchen table… High in the Colorado
Rockies, cabin fever has never been hotter. But when
Christmas morning dawns, what does Santa have in
store for the naughty bad boy and his nice little elf?
Snowed In with the Bad Boy is part of the Bad Boys on
Holiday novella series. Each book is a sexy, steamy
standalone romance and can be read in any order.

Bad Boys Love Good Girls
A relationship expert and champion "dater" shares
the secrets of bad boys everywhere, with practical
tips on how to identify a bad boy, how they think and
why they do what they do, how to uncover a man's
weaknesses, how to decide whether or not to keep
him, and how to counter male dating tactics. Reprint.
75,000 first printing.

Betting the Bad Boy
Hockey is the only game worth playing in the roughPage 9/27
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and-tumble prairie town of Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
When sixteen-year-old A.J. Brandiosa makes the Triple
A team of his dreams, he can hardly believe that his
life is finally coming together. And then it falls apart.
A.J. makes an unexpected discovery about his best
friend and teammate, Tulsa Brown, and he can't keep
his rage and fear from spilling onto the ice. An
aggressive defenseman is becoming a violent one. . .
An explosive novel by award-winning author Diana
Wieler that looks honestly at teenage sexuality and
the world of amateur hockey.

Bad Boy
The Bad Boy and the Tomboy
An irresistible roller coaster of a high school romance,
perfect for fans of Beth Reekles and Jenny Han. Macy
Anderson is a seventeen-year-old tomboy and captain
of her school's soccer team. Sam Cahill is a rich bad
boy with a British accent and cocky attitude. Macy
tells herself she won't fall for his charm. But as the
two get to know each other, and Macy starts
uncovering Sam's secrets, she begins to realise
keeping that promise to herself is going to be harder
than she thought . . .

Make Mine a Bad Boy
DIVWith a chatty voice and sarcastic style, The
Faker's Guide to the Classics condenses the
great—but long and often complicated—novels, plays,
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and poems into bite-size nuggets of info that are easy
to digest, cutting out the bloated analysis and
nauseating debate of other reading guides. From
Anna Karenina and Beowulf to Ulysses and Wuthering
Heights, each of the 100 books profiled here is a
classic that everyone talks about but only hardcore lit
majors have actually read. Now, with The Faker's
Guide to the Classics, you, too, can: Reminisce about
books you were supposed to read for class but didn't;
fudge literary discussions at fancy parties; impress a
date with your incredible knowledge and wit; and cut
through the ivory tower of world letters to read like a
ninja! Each entry contains: a quick and dirty narrative
description of plot points and overall story, including
significant twists and surprise endings, told with
humorous brevity; famous quotes from each work,
accompanied by smartass responses; the original
cover or an illustration conveying the work’s tone (or
lack thereof). Brief author bios, including misdeeds
and scandals, add illuminating and occasionally
disgusting background to each work. All of the text
appears in simple, contemporary English, so it’s easy
to understand—and short enough to tweet. With this
must-have guide, there’s no more need to worry
whether a reference to Miss Havisham is an insult or
to wonder what happened to Moby-Dick. Not reading
the classics has never been easier! /div

A Good Girl’s Guide To Bad Boys
Josie, Nicolette, and Aviva all get mixed up with a
senior boy–a cool, slick, sexy boy who can talk them
into doing almost anything he wants. In a blur of high
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school hormones and personal doubt, each girl
struggles with how much to give up and what
ultimately to keep for herself. How do girls handle
themselves? How much can a boy get away with? And
in the end, who comes out on top? A bad boy may
always be a bad boy. But this bad boy is about to
meet three girls who won’t back down. From the
Hardcover edition.

Bad Boy
It's the last day of school, and everyone is excited for
the big summer leading up to our senior year. I was
toountil my heart was ripped out of my chest. As if
getting dumped wasn't bad enough, I'm forced to
endure the humiliation of witnessing my ex-boyfriend
flaunt his new girl-who also happens to be my now exbest friend-all over town. Double whammy. Now I'm
the pathetic ex-girlfriend left gutted, heartbroken, and
nose deep in a bucket of ice cream. I'm doomed to
spend the summer sulking over a guy who thought I
was predictable and bad in bed. So, when I get an
offer guaranteeing me some well-deserved payback,
of course I'm going to take it. Besides, the plan is
simple. Pretend like I'm dating Ryder, the town's
popular bad boy, and make my ex wallow in a pit of
jealousy and regret. It's perfect. I meanwhat could
possibly go wrong?

A Bad Boy Stole My Bra
Tessa O'Connell is a girl as ordinary as they come - or
so she thinks. Her aim for senior year is to keep her
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head down yet somehow manage to convince her
childhood love Jay Stone to love her back. What she
isn't prepared for is for Jay's brother, Cole, to return to
town and change the life she's always been seemingly
content to live.

Snowed In with the Bad Boy
The Bad Boy Series Collection I've been in love with
Hunter Saint my entire life. He was my first love and
the one I could never forget. Then Fate intervened
and we became enemies. Now, I must go to Hunter on
my hands and knees to beg him to save my brother's
life. I'll pay any price to save him. I'll do anything
Hunter wants. Anything… The Bad Boy Series by S. E.
Lund's is a sexy new novella series, featuring a bad
boy with a heart of gold and a heroine who can't get
him out of her life or her heart. When Fate forces
them back together again, can they deny what has
long simmered between them?

Bad Boy
Self-confessed perfectionist Paige Thomas isn’t used
to failing. But when a critical error in romantic
judgment sends all her big city career dreams
crashing down, she scrambles to find a job—any
job—to make ends meet. Noah Reid may as well have
“trust issues” tattooed on his forehead. Being raised
in the foster system didn’t give him a positive outlook
on relationships, but now he’s looking after his best
friend’s bar for one month, and he can’t do it alone.
Things get steamy when Noah hires Paige, but she’s
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determined not to repeat her mistakes and she bets
Noah that she can keep her hands to herself while
they’re working together. Too bad for her, Noah is an
expert at breaking the rules Each book in the Behind
the Bar series is a standalone, full-length story that
can be enjoyed out of order. Series Order: Book #1
The Rules According to Gracie Book #2 Pretend it’s
Love Book #3 Betting the Bad Boy

Betting the Bad Boy
Failure is an Option Just not the only one. The Bad
Boy's adventures continue with more wild runaways,
conniving, thieving, and manipulating. So does the
side-aching laughter, as he tries in vain to cover-up
his mischievous ways! As the antics play out, the Bad
Boy is blissfully unaware of the pain and sorrow being
buried deeper and deeper inside of him. How long will
he wander the streets, oblivious to life's true
meaning? Join Johnny-Boy and his friends as twelve
more short tales unfold directly from the Castle Hill
section of the Bronx.

Rescuing the Bad Boy
Book One of the New York Times & USA Today
bestselling NICE GIRL TO LOVE serial romance trilogy:
Abby & Connor's Story Abby Bartlett is the
quintessential nice girl. Between teaching,
volunteering, completing her PhD, and helping her
best friend raise his daughter, Abby never gets the
chance to be anything but nice. That is, until the allwrong-for-her man she's only ever known from afar
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starts daring her to simply take that chance for
herself. His sage advice? Try something wild and fast.
Preferably him. An unbridled, hotshot attorney with a
not-so-little black book, Connor Sullivan has earned
himself quite the bad boy reputation. But in his
defense, he's a very conscientious one. He knows far
too well that sometimes in life, love isn't enoughor
worse, not even a factor at all. To avoid that
misery--and repel the drama--Connor always makes
his one and only rule crystal clear right from the start.
Absolutely nothing more than a month. Turns out, a
whole lot can happen in one month.

Bad Boy
Children can learn about caring for the environment
and human relationships. The story also has subtle
characteristics to make it LGBT-friendly.

Daring the Bad Boy
NEVER SAY NEVER Sadie Gold is ready to take her
career to the next level with the role of a lifetime.
Finally, she can shake her reputation as a pretty face
with more wealth and connections than talent. But
Sadie is not prepared for the wild turn her own life is
about to take. The man in charge of training Sadie for
her most demanding role yet is none other than her
first real boyfriend—the one who took her heart and
ran away. WHEN IT COMES TO LOVE Bo Ibarra is as
good-looking and irresistible as ever. Maybe even
more so, now that everything once worked against
them—Sadie’s pampered and privileged upbringing
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and Bo’s childhood in a family struggling to make
ends meet—is in the past. But the future is still
unwrittenand getting there, together, means coming
clean about painful secrets and slashing through
nasty tabloid rumors while trying to control the
attraction that crackles between them. Maybe it’s
finally time for them to walk off into the sunset and
into a true and lasting love? The Sometimes in Love
series is: “Playful, passionate, and positively
unputdownable!” —New York Times bestselling author
Christina Lauren “Witty, sexyMelonie Johnson is an
addictive new voice in contemporary romance.”
—New York Times and USA Today bestselling author
Julie Ann Walker

Bad Boy Can and The Recycling Man
New York Times bestselling author Walter Dean Myers
traveled back to his roots in this memoir that is
gripping, funny, and ultimately unforgettable. Don’t
miss this memoir by a former National Ambassador of
Books for Young People! As a boy, Myers was quicktempered and physically strong, always ready for a
fight. He also read voraciously—he would check out
books from the library and carry them home, hidden
in brown paper bags in order to avoid other boys'
teasing. He aspired to be a writer (and he eventually
succeeded). But as his hope for a successful future
diminished, the values he had been taught at home,
in school, and in his community seemed worthless,
and he turned to the streets and to his books for
comfort. Here, in his own words, is the story of one of
the most important voices of our time.
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Resisting the Bad Boy
In this thrilling sequel, Gemma continues to pursue
her destiny to bind the magic of the Realms and
restore it to the Order. Gemma and her friends from
Spence use magical power to transport themselves on
visits from their corseted world of Victorian London
(at the height of the Christmas season), to the
visionary country of the Realms, with its strange
beauty and menace. There they search for the lost
Temple, the key to Gemma's mission, and comfort
Pippa, their friend who has been left behind in the
Realms. After these visits they bring back magical
power for a short time to use in their own world.
Meanwhile, Gemma is torn between her attraction to
the exotic Kartik, the messenger from the opposing
forces of the Rakshana, and the handsome but
clueless Simon, a young man of good family who is
courting her. This is the second book in Libba Bray's
engrossing trilogy, set in a time of strict morality and
barely repressed sensuality, about a girl who saw
another way.

The Story of the Good Little Boy
He's a mess Asher Knight has three constants in his
life: music, beautiful women, and a bottle of Jack. He
lives for the next gig, the next city, and dreams only
of a life spent in front of an arena full of screaming
fans. But Asher's nomad ways come to a sudden stop
when he learns he's the father of a three-year-old
from a past relationship and suddenly this rock star
bad boy is forced to put down roots. Only she can
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clean up Gloria Shields is no one's fool. Sure, the
sexual chemistry between her and Asher has always
been intense, but she'd never risk giving her heart to
a man who has a perfect record for breaking them.
Except the man desperate to make things right with
his newfound son is nothing like the rock god she's
guarded her heart against for years. And it isn't long
before she starts to wonder if life with this bad boy
might be the best thing that's ever happened to her.

The Bad Boy's Girl
"Monica Murphy always delivers the swoon-worthy
romance that I crave. And Murphy’s latest is no
exception with this first love, mature young adult
novel: Daring the Bad Boy." -Debbie, I Heart YA Books
Annie McFarland is sick of being a shy nobody. A
session at summer camp seems like the perfect
opportunity to reinvent herself—gain some
confidence, kiss a boy, be whoever she wants to be. A
few days in, she’s already set her sights on überhottie Kyle. Too bad her fear of water keeps her away
from the lake, where Kyle is always hanging out.
Jacob Fazio is at Camp Pine Ridge after one too many
screw-ups. Junior counseling seems like punishment
enough, but the rigid no-fraternizing-with-campers
rules harsh his chill. When a night of Truth or Dare
gets him roped into teaching Annie how to swim, she
begs him to also teach her how to snag Kyle. Latenight swim sessions turn into late-night kissing
sessionsbut there’s more on the line than just their
hearts. If they get caught, Jake’s headed straight to
juvie, but Annie’s more than ready to dare him to
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reveal the truth. Disclaimer: This Entangled Teen
Crush book contains references to drinking, sexual
situations, adult language, and an intense bad boy
hero who will melt your heart. Each book in the
Endless Summer Series is a standalone, full-length
story that can be enjoyed out of order. Book #1 Daring the Bad Boy Book #2 - Keeping Her Secret

Bad Boy
An unstinting memoir of the 1980s art scene as
experienced by a leading American narrative painter
traces his struggle to find his artistic way during a
period when his style was contrary to fashion, his
relationship with his alcoholic mother, his struggles
with addiction and his interactions with such
contemporaries as Julian Schnabel and David Salle.

Bad Boy
The latest from groundbreaking author Leah Raeder is
a dark, sexy romantic thriller written in her signature
provocative style, which has been praised as
"dizzingly intensean exhilarating ride for our inner
underdog" (Publishers Weekly, starred review) and
"compelling and unnerving" (Booklist). Very few
mainstream authors have garnered the devoted
following that bestselling author Leah Raeder has
earned by pushing the boundaries of romantic
suspense. Her carefully rendered "anti-heroines" buck
norms, immersing you in a gritty world of sexual
fluidity, drugs, and revenge, told with exquisite
language and candor that turns the romance genre on
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its head and leaves readers begging for more. Her
latest novel is a tightly plotted adventure that follows
closely on the heels of her acclaimed novels
Unteachable--"lush, haunting prose, deft storytelling,
and scorching sensuality" (M. Pierce)--the "intense
and visceral" (Lauren Blakely) Black Iris, and the
highly anticipated Cam Girl, and is sure to keep you
reading late into the night.

The Bad Boy Series Collection
`Stage one of the plan for revenge: get my bra back.'
Imagine waking up in the night to find your gorgeous
new neighbour dangling out of your window. Not only
is he dangling out of your window, he's also clutching
your tattiest bra in his hand. What. The. Actual.
Fudge. Meet Alec Wilde, notorious bad boy and
dedicated prankster. And after their `unconventional'
introduction, Riley Greene is determined to get her
own back. If Alec wants a prank war, that's exactly
what he'll get. It's game on.

Once Upon a Bad Boy
To get the girl, he has to make her an offer she can't
refuse. Luca Marchese, the smooth-talking son of the
most notorious man in Philadelphia, is used to getting
what he wants. He hasn't forgotten the girl he knew
as a child, and now that he has Izzie's attention, Luca
will stop at nothing to have her. Luca's defiance of the
law turns Izzie on more than she cares to admit. He
lives up to his reputation as the campus bad boy and
king of one-night stands, and she wants Luca to
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corrupt her in every way possible. But a future with
Luca could mean swapping her diamond bracelets for
a pair of handcuffs.

The Bad Boy Book
From USA Today bestselling author Meghan Quinn
comes a forbidden romance about an Irish rebel who
falls in love with the wrong girl.Dear Diary, I might
have gotten myself into a wee bit of trouble-and I'm
not talking about the "court mandated community
service," or "therapy sessions from bashing a bloke in
the head" kind of trouble. I wish it were that simple.
Nope. I'm talking about the "falling in love with one of
my client's daughters," kind of trouble . . . The kind of
problem I can't talk my way out of when the truth
gets out.How I ended up with her phone is a long
story-and when she called to get it back, I took things
a bit too far. One innocent exchange wound up
leading to so much more.Fun, new, and totally
immune to my charm, Sutton is different. And I had
no idea she was the daughter of Foster Green. Blame
it on the dark colored stout running through my veins,
pushing me toward one bad decision after another.
Pushing me toward her even though I know right from
wrong; even though she's my client's daughter.
Dating her might be the best or worst decision I've
ever made. Only time, whiskey, and one more roll
around the mattress with her will tell. Roark

What to Do with a Bad Boy
Once a good girl goes bad, she’s gone forever After a
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job gone wrong, two fates are left hanging in the
balance, one being Outlaw’s oldest brother and the
other an innocent child. Although Outlaw knows that
things often happen beyond his control, he can’t help
but to think that he’s partly to blame for putting Chloe
in a situation that has led to Isaiah fighting for his life.
With a wife and child of his own, his outlook has
greatly changed and it’s affecting him in ways that
he’s never experienced before. When he finds himself
in a situation that he never intended and takes things
with Chloe beyond a simple platonic relationship, he
realizes that the only woman he should be worried
about is the one whom he gave his last name. But by
then, will he have lost everything? From the looks of
things, Janelle is a shoe-in to become the next District
Attorney of New York City but the level of scrutiny and
criticism of the decisions she’s made in her personal
life have her wondering if this new career path is one
that she really wants to take. All of her life, she’s
followed in the footsteps of her father, the man she
has looked up to since she was a little girl, but a
series of events turns her life upside down and she’s
left confused. Are the career choices she’s made
really part of her dream or someone else’s? In this
final chapter of the Bad Boys series, tragedy strikes in
multiple ways forcing Janelle and Outlaw to come to
terms with who they really are. With infidelity in the
mix, Janelle’s bitterness becomes her best friend and
she’s consumed with her need to take revenge on
everyone who played a part in destroying her pictureperfect life. Will vengeance be enough or will it only
lead to more misery in the end?
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[Bad Boy's Guide to] Being Not Good
THERE'S A NEW BRIDE IN TOWN! Hope Scroggs is
finally ready to get hitched. After years of sowing her
wild oats, the former head cheerleader and
homecoming queen has returned to Bramble, Texas,
to marry her high school flame. But her perfect
wedding plans are stomped to smithereens when her
adoring cowboy two-steps down the aisle with
someone else. Now Hope is stuck with the one man
from her past she can't shake: Colt Lomax, an
irresistible bad boy whose sultry kisses are hotter
than the Panhandle in August . . . Colt lives for
freedom and the open road; he never gets attached,
never looks back. Still, he can't forget the night of
passion he once shared with Bramble's sweetheart--a
night he wouldn't mind repeating. So, he piles on the
Texas charm to tease the feisty beauty back into his
bed, while she tries her darnedest to resist. But
something unexpected is about to tie their fates
together . . . and oh, baby, will it ever!

Diary of a Bad Boy
Can the right woman really make a bad boy change?
Janelle and Outlaw's love story was birthed through
struggles that neither one of them ever saw coming
but just when they thought they’d reached their
happily ever after, their picture-perfect love story
comes crumbling down. Janelle's dreams are all set to
come true when she gets the chance to become the
District Attorney of New York City. The only thing
making her have second thoughts is the fact that
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she’s married to the city’s ultimate bad boy, Luke
‘Outlaw’ Murray. With no one around who
understands her ambitious goals, she finds a friend in
a woman who truly only wants to bring her down. The
saying ‘keep your friends close and your enemies
closer’ always rings true but once Janelle finally
realizes that her enemy is right in front of her, will it
be too late? Luke ‘Outlaw’ Murray is the bad boy who
no one ever imagined could be tamed. Now that he’s
a family man, his reckless lifestyle has changed, but
the savage in him is very much alive. With Janelle
focused on her own dreams, he turns his attention
back to running the streets only to meet someone he
would have never expected: Chloe Harvarty, the
sister of Chris Harvarty, a man whose life he ended in
order to protect the woman he loved. His guilt
plagues him when he sees the way that his actions
have utterly devastated her life and, against his
better nature, he’s caught up—feeling obligated to
help a woman he begins to feel responsible for. When
a simple friendship begins to cross the line over into a
lane that he knows he shouldn’t explore, will Outlaw
stand strong or will he turn back into his old self and
fall back into his womanizing ways?

Rebel Angels
Lee Atwater revolutionized presidential campaigning.
He helped to create a solid Republican south. And he
became notorious for turning national politics back
into a blood sport, not only using nasty attacks but
reveling in his image as the bad boy of Washington.
Then, at the age of 39, Atwater was struck by a brain
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tumor. In thirteen months, cancer ended the most
controversial career in modern politics—the
charismatic, colorful, and contradictory life of Lee
Atwater.Even today Atwater is a fallen leader
Republicans love and a rival Democrats love to hate.
He was the first political handler as mediagenic as his
candidates—certainly the first chairman of the
Republican National Committee to record a blues
album. His campaigns represent the high-water mark
of the GOPs postwar dominance of the presidency,
and his techniques set the tone for races across the
country. Watching Washington since his death,
politicians and pundits still wonder, What if Lee
Atwater had lived? Bad Boy reveals how Lee Atwater
began his career controlling crowds as jittery class
clown, traumatized by the agonizing death of his little
brother. In college he discovered the subtle
intercourse of policy and public opinion and grew
from party animal to party man. Bad Boy details
Atwater's political strategies from the grass roots to
the national level. Even more ruthless were the
behind-the-scenes power games as he crossed paths,
and occasionally crossed swords, with nearly every
major Republican of the 1980s: Reagan, Bush, Baker,
Ailes, Rollins, and many more.In Bad Boy, we also see
the faces Atwater tried to spin away. He was a
compulsive womanizer, climbing through windows to
avoid reporters. He played radical politics but
promoted ”big tent” Republicanism. Even his last
public moment is controversial. Did Atwater's
deathbed words really repudiate entire campaigns, or
were they twisted by political enemies and secondhand reporting? Was his repentance sincere or simply
one last gasp of press manipulation? Was he
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responsible for the infamous Willie Horton ads, or was
he unfairly blamed by 1988s losers, trying for a moral
victory? Is Lee Atwater, a master of spin, now being
spun in his grave?In its sudden end, Atwater's
remarkable life resembled the rise and fall of a fine
political novel. With the probing insights of an expert
interviewer and a rare stylistic verve, John Brady tells
that whole frantic, fascinating story—the life of the
baddest boy in D.C.

Corrupt Me
"Let me show you something new" Molly was engaged
to a man who appeared perfect on paper but behind
the scenes he was an obsessive control freak. Deep
down, she knew she wanted out but getting out was
easier said then done. Then she met a local bad boy
called Justin who was the complete opposite of
everything she thought she ever wanted in a man.
And she liked it. It was not long before Justin
managed to spark some excitement back into her life.
And into her sex life too.
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